Elastic light-by-light scattering (γ γ → γ γ) can be observed at the Large Hadron Collider thanks to the large quasi-real photon fluxes available in electromagnetic interactions of protons (p) and lead (Pb) ions. The γ γ → γ γ cross sections for diphoton masses m γγ > 5 GeV amount to 12 fb, 26 pb, and 35 nb in p-p, p-Pb, and Pb-Pb collisions at nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energies √ s NN = 14 TeV, 8.8 TeV, and 5.5 TeV respectively.
In the present paper we investigate the novel possibility to detect elastic photon-photon scattering using the large (quasireal) photon fluxes of the protons and ions accelerated at TeV energies at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In the standard model (SM), the box diagram depicted in Fig. 1 involves charged fermions (leptons and quarks) and boson (W ± ) loops. In extensions of the SM, extra virtual contributions from new heavy charged particles are also possible. The study of the γ γ → γ γ process -in particular at the high invariant masses reachable at photon colliders -has thus been proposed as a particularly neat channel to study anomalous gauge-couplings [11, 12] , new possible contributions from charged supersymmetric (SUSY) partners of SM particles [14] , monopoles [15] , and unparticles [16] , as well as low-scale gravity effects [17, 18] and non-commutative interactions [19] . In this work we consider γ γ collisions at the LHC from "ultraperipheral" collisions (UPCs) of proton [20, 21] and lead ion beams [22] . All charges accelerated at high energies generate electromagnetic fields which, in the equivalent photon approximation (EPA) [23] , can be considered as (quasi-real) photon beams [24] . The emitted photons are almost on mass shell, with virtuality −Q 2 < 1/R 2 , where R is the radius of the charge, i.e. Q 2 ≈ 0.08 GeV 2 for protons with R ≈ 0.7 fm, and Q 2 < 4·10 −3 GeV 2 for nuclei with R A ≈ 1.2 A 1/3 fm, for mass number A > 16. Naively, the equivalent photon-photon luminosities are suppressed by a factor α 2 ≈ 5·10 −5 and only moderately enhanced by logarithmic corrections ∝ ln 3 ( √ s NN ), compared to the corresponding hadronic beam luminosities. However, since each photon flux scales as the squared charge of the beam, Z 2 , γ γ luminosities are extremely enhanced for ion beams, up to Z 4 = 5·10 7 in the case of lead-lead collisions. The photon spectra have a typical E −1 γ power-law fall-off up to equivalent photon energies of the order of the inverse Lorentz-contracted radius, ω max ≈ γ/R, where γ = √ s NN /(2m N ) is the Lorentz relativistic factor of the proton (m N = 0.9383 GeV) or ion (with nucleon mass m N = 0.9315 GeV), beyond which the photon flux is exponentially suppressed. Although the photon spectrum is harder for smaller charges -which favors proton over nuclear beams in the production of diphoton systems with large invariant masses -the γ γ → γ γ cross section decreases rapidly, as the square of the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy ∼ s −1 γ γ from its peak at √ s γ γ ≈ 3m e [25] , which favors the comparatively softer Pb photon beams for the γ γ → γ γ observation. In Table I we summarize the most relevant parameters for ultraperipheral p-p, p-Pb, and Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC [22, 26] . Given the large beam Lorentz-factors and luminosities involved, the LHC will provide for the first time γ γ interactions with effective photon luminosities and c.m. energies never reached before in the laboratory.
The final-state signature of interest in this study is the exclusive production of two photons, A B γ γ − − → A γ γ B where the diphoton final-state is measured in the central detector, and the incoming hadrons A,B = p,Pb survive the electromagnetic interaction and are scattered at very low angles with respect to the beam. The very same final-state can be mediated by the strong interaction through a quark-loop in the exchange of two gluons in a color-singlet state, A B g g − − → A γ γ B [27] . Such two-photon "central exclusive production" (CEP) has been indeed observed in pp collisions at Tevatron by CDF [28] and has been searched for at the LHC by CMS [29] . It constitutes an important background for the γ γ → γ γ measurement in p-p collisions at the LHC but not for Pb-Pb collisions as discussed later.
Theoretical setup. -The elastic γ γ production cross section via photon-photon fusion in the collision of hadrons A and B factorizes into the product of the elementary cross section for γ γ → γ γ at √ s γ γ , convoluted with the EPA spectra from the two colliding beams:
where ω 1 and ω 2 are the two photon energies, and f A,B (ω) are the photon fluxes at energy ω emitted by the hadrons A and B. The photon energies determine the c.m. energy √ s γ γ = m γγ = √ 4ω 1 ω 2 and the rapidity y of the produced system y = 0.5 ln(ω 1 /ω 2 ). For symmetric systems, the maximum effective two-photon energy occurs at y = 0, when ω
≈ γ/b min with b min the minimum separation between the two charges of radius R A,B . In this work, we use the proton γ spectrum obtained from its elastic form factors in the dipole approximation [30] . For the ion photon spectrum, we use the impact-parameter dependent expression integrated from b min to infinity [31] with the requirement b min = R A plus a correction factor equivalent to the geometrical condition [32] to ensure that all collisions are truly exclusive without hadronic overlap and breakup of the colliding beams. The detailed forms of the proton and nuclear photon fluxes are summarized in [33] . Propagated uncertainties to the final cross sections are of order ±10% (±20%) for p-p and p-Pb (Pb-Pb) collisions, covering different possible parametrizations of the form-factors and the convolution of the nuclear photon fluxes.
We use the MadGraph v.5 Monte Carlo (MC) [34] framework to implement the elastic proton and nucleus photon fluxes, the leading-order expression for the σ γ γ→γ γ cross section of [25] including all quark and lepton loops, and the running of α. We omit the W ± contributions which are only important for diphoton masses m γγ ≈ 2 m W . Inclusion of next-to-leading-order QCD and QED corrections increases σ γ γ→γ γ by a few percent [25] , but taking into account a gap survival factor of S 2 = 0.9-1.0 -encoding the probability to produce fully exclusively the diphoton system without any other hadronic activity from soft rescatterings between the colliding hadrons [27] -would reduce the yields by about the same amount. We have thus decided to use the simpler leading-order expression for the γ γ → γ γ cross section.
Results. -Our γ γ → γ γ calculations are carried out for a minimum mass m γγ = 5 GeV of the diphoton system. Such a choice is driven by three considerations. First, the final state lies in the continuum region above the range where contributions from two-photon decays from exclusively produced hadronic resonances are possible -the p-wave scalar and tensor charmonium states χ c0,c2 at masses 3.4-3.9 GeV are the heaviest particles with an observed γ γ decay (albeit at the few permille level) [35] before the Higgs boson (the χ b0,b2 at around 10 GeV should have also a diphoton decay but it has not been observed so far). Second, experimentally one needs a signal of a few GeV in the electromagnetic calorimeters in order to reliable trigger the acquisition of the event above noise and avoiding exclusive final-states with softer photons from decays of lower-mass hadrons (π 0 , η, K 0 s , ...) with much larger cross sections. Third, the γ γ cross section for diphoton masses in the region √ s γ γ 5 GeV has larger theoretical uncertainties as the hadronic light-by-light contributions are computed less reliably by the quark boxes [25] . Using the theoretical setup described in the previous section we obtain the values of σ importance of the Z 2 single photon-flux enhancement factor for Pb ions compared to protons.
Our result for the exclusive γ γ → γ γ cross section in p-p at 14 TeV is consistent with the one obtained in [27] after applying the same photon pseudorapidity and energy cuts, whereas those for p-Pb and Pb-Pb are calculated in this work for the first time. In the case of p-p, the γ γ → γ γ cross sections would be enhanced by a factor of about three by allowing for semielastic contributions where the photon(s) is (are) radiated from one of the constituent quarks, leading to a final-state where one or both protons break apart at very low beam angles. Similarly, accounting for the semielastic contribution in p-Pb -where only the nucleus remains intact but the proton dissociates after γ-emission from one of its quarks -would enhance the visible cross section also by a factor of two as discussed in [33] . Semielastic cross-sections for nucleus-nucleus UPCs are negligible compared to the elastic case, as the photon fluxes emitted either from their constituent protons or quarks, are much smaller than the coherent one. In any case, as discussed below, the backgrounds can be further reduced by restricting oneself to the pure elastic signal and requiring the survival of both colliding ions. Realistic estimates of the detectable number of γ γ → γ γ events at the LHC can be obtained by considering the luminosity for each colliding system, geometric acceptance of the detectors, experimental (trigger, reconstruction) efficiencies, possible instrumental biases, and potential backgrounds. We focus on the ATLAS [36] and CMS [37] experiments which feature photon detection capabilities with tracking and calorimetry over a large acceptance (5 units of pseudorapidity, |η | < 2.5), plus forward detectors (up to at least |η | = 5) needed to select events with large rapidity-gaps on both sides of the central diphoton system, and zero-degree calorimeters (ZDC) [38] to veto very-forward-going neutral fragments in ion collisions which help to further reduce backgrounds (see below). In the p-p case one cannot unfortunately use the existing TOTEM [39] and ALFA [40] Roman Pots, in the tunnel areas at about ±220 m from the CMS and ATLAS interaction points, to tag the electromagnetically-scattered protons because below m γγ ≈ 200 GeV their acceptance for γ γ processes is very small 1 . The narrower single-photon acceptances of ALICE (|η | 0.9) and LHCb (η ≈ 2-5) would reduce the visible diphoton rates by at least a factor of four.
In order to carry out the measurement one needs beam luminosities which minimize the number of simultaneous collisions per bunch-crossing ("pileup") so as to keep the rapidity gaps in both hemispheres adjacent to the central diphoton system free of extra hadronic activity from overlapping collisions. The beam luminosities for the running p-Pb and Pb-Pb modes are low enough to keep the event pileup well below one, and one can take their full expected integrated luminosity per run (Table I) as usable for the measurement. In the case of p-p collisions, the average pileup is as high as 30 and, thus, we will indicatively consider that only 1% of the nominal 100 fb −1 /year can be collected under low pileup conditions. In such scenarios, one can easily record ultraperipheral γ γ → γ γ events with a ε trig ≈ 100% efficient trigger based on two back-to-back photons in the central detector, with at least one of them above e.g. 2 GeV, plus a large rapidity gap ∆η 2.5 without hadronic activity. Exclusive CMS measurements [29] confirm that such a trigger setup can be easily allocatable within the available bandwidth without any signal loss. We use the MadGraph MC to generate elastic γ γ scattering events and simulate the effect of the ATLAS and CMS geometrical acceptance. The requirement to have both photons within |η| < 2.5, reduces the yield by ε acc ≈ 0.50 in p-p and p-Pb collisions, but only by ε acc ≈ 0.85 in the Pb-Pb case where the photon fluxes are softer and the diphoton system is produced at more central rapidities. We further consider typical offline photon reconstruction and identification efficiencies of order ε rec,id γ ≈ 80% in the energy range of interest [29] . The photon energy and angular resolutions, needed to measure (and integrate) the differential dσ/dm γ γ cross section, are also very good -in particular in the very "clean" environment of exclusive interactions -and lead to very small bin migrations below the chosen m γ γ threshold. The final combined signal efficiency is ε pp,pPb→γ γ = ε trig · ε acc · ε Table I for the three colliding systems. Clearly, the Pb-Pb system provides the best signal counting rates, with associated statistical uncertainties of order ±(N excl γ γ ) 1/2 i.e. ±20%. The expected diphoton mass distribution for the elastic γ γ → γ γ signal, taking into account acceptance and efficiency loses, normalized by the expected integrated luminosity in one Pb-Pb run is shown in Fig. 2 (right) compared to the two main residual backgrounds (see below).
The potential backgrounds for γ γ → γ γ are the same as those studied in the p-p measurement of central exclusive γ γ production [28, 29] . Standard offline event selection criteria: (i) just two isolated photons within |η | < 2.5 with reconstructed invariant mass m γγ > 5 GeV, (ii) no other charged-particle activity associated with the interaction vertex, plus (iii) no other hadronic activity in the event above detector noise over |η| < 5; reduce to a negligible level any hadronic interaction except CEP and diffractive Pomeron-induced (IPIP, or γIP) interactions with final states containing two photons plus rapidity gaps. As a matter of fact, for the p-p case in the range of m γγ considered here, the LbyL signal is swamped by the CEP gg → γ γ cross section which scales with the fourth power of the gluon density and is 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the former [27] . Using the SuperChic (version 1.41) MC [42] we obtain a CEP cross section after acceptance cuts of σ factor. Exclusive π 0 π 0 or η( ′ )η( ′ ) production 2 , decaying into multi-photon final-states, can also be a potential background to the diphoton signal. These processes have cross sections O(1-100 pb) according to SuperChic [43] but taking into account their γ branching ratios plus acceptance and diphoton-pair mass cuts results in a negligible final contribution compared to CEP γ γ. We disregard also neutral meson production taking place via single (or double) resolved processes where the exchanged energetic photons interact via their partonic content [44] in collisions where the hadrons come very close together. Our requirement for intact hadrons in the final state implicitly sets a limit on the probability to resolve their corresponding photon fluxes.
Various features can be used to separate γ γ-fusion from CEP and, in general, IP-mediated events. Whereas systems from quasi-real photon-fusion are produced almost at rest and correspondingly the final-state photons are emitted back-to-back with balanced pair transverse momentum (p γ γ T ≈ 0, smeared by the experimental resolution), typical CEP photon pairs peak 1 Proposed future proton spectrometers at ±420 m [41] have a better acceptance for the lower diphoton masses of interest here. 2 Exclusive γπ 0 or γη production is forbidden by C-parity conservation.
instead ≈ 0.7, according to the EPS09 nuclear PDF parametrization [45] in the relevant range of gluon fractional momenta x ≈ 5·10 −4 and virtualities Q 2 ≈ 5 GeV 2 ). A final LbyL/CEP ratio of order one is reachable applying the aforementioned p γ γ T and ∆φ γ γ cuts. Yet, given the very low p-Pb event rates expected (Table I ) a potential observation of LbyL scattering in p-Pb collisions would require the addition of semi-elastic γ γ → γ γ contributions (accompanied by the forward dissociation of the proton and/or ion) and a very careful control of the CEP background.
In terms of backgrounds, the situation is much more favorable in the case of Pb-Pb collisions where hard parton-mediated exclusive or diffractive cross sections (which scale as A 2 compared to p-p) play a comparatively much smaller role than in p-p thanks to the Z 4 -enhancement of electromagnetic interactions. In addition, since the nucleus is a fragile object -the binding energy of a nucleon is just 8 MeV -even the softest CEP or IP-mediated interactions will result in the emission of a few nucleons from the ion, detectable in the ZDCs. Thus, studying the activity in the ZDCs can additionally help reduce any residual diffractive background. The Pb-Pb CEP cross section -as obtained by A 2 -scaling the σ Other electromagnetic processes similarly enhanced by the Z 4 factor can notwithstanding constitute a potential concern in Pb-Pb collisions if the final-state particles are misidentified as photons. Exclusive γ γ → e + e − events 3 can be misidentified as diphoton events if neither electron track is reconstructed or if both electrons undergo hard bremsstrahlung. Experimental studies indicate reachable single-electron misidentification probabilities as low as f e→γ ≈ 0.5% [46] . The corresponding double misidentification probability f 2 e→γ ≈ 2.5·10 −5 can be experimentally confirmed by imposing increasingly stringent photon identification cuts around the Υ mass and observing the disappearance of the fake diphoton resonance issuing from the dielectron decay of exclusive Υ photoproduction [47] . Thus, the very large QED cross section in Pb-Pb, σ excl γ γ→e+e− ≈ 5 mb for m ee > 5 GeV according to Starlight [48] simulations -reduced first by a factor of 10 when requiring both e + and e − within the central acceptance [47] and secondly by the extra f 2 e→γ factorresults in a residual dielectron continuum contamination of the order of 30% of the visible LbyL cross section. Additional cuts could be applied to remove this and any other remaining QED di-fermion continuum (notably γ γ →→ π 0 π 0 ) with very small signal loss, using e.g. the acollinearity of the pairs as discussed in [33] . Figure 2 (right) shows the dominant CEP and QED backgrounds, expected after cuts in one Pb-Pb run, compared to the LbyL signal as a function of the diphoton mass. Both contaminations are softer than the signal and their total sum does not exceed the light-by-light yields.
Summary. -Despite its fundamental simplicity, no direct experimental observation of light-by-light scattering exists so far. We have presented calculations of elastic photon-photon scattering in electromagnetic p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC which demonstrate that the process can be observed thanks to the large quasi-real photon fluxes of the protons and ions accelerated at TeV energies. The production cross sections and the corresponding yields, for diphoton masses in the continuum range m γγ > 5 GeV above the region dominated by two-photon resonance decays, have been evaluated in the range of LHC center-of-mass energies. The obtained cross sections at the nominal c.m. energies are 12 fb for p-p, 26 pb for p-Pb, and 35 nb for Pb-Pb, clearly showing the importance of the Z 4 enhancement factor of the photon fluxes in ion-ion compared to p-p collisions. The corresponding number of exclusive γ γ → γ γ events measurable by the ATLAS and CMS experiments have been computed, for the expected integrated luminosities with standard photon acceptance and efficiency cuts, and the potential exclusive and diffractive backgrounds have been quantified. In the p-p case, the dominant background due to exclusive gluon-induced diphoton production can be reduced imposing cuts on the diphoton p T and acoplanarity but unfortunately not to a level where the elastic γ γ → γ γ signal can be observed over the background. The signal/background ratio is better in the p-Pb case but the small expected number of events per year (N excl γ γ ≈ 2, although increasable by factors of 2-3 by adding semielastic contributions where the proton or ion breaks) makes the measurement of the light-by-light signal challenging. An unambiguous observation of the process is, on the other hand, possible in Pb-Pb collisions which provide N excl γ γ ≈ 20 elastic photon pairs per run after cuts, with controllable backgrounds. The unique measurement of elastic photon-photon scattering at the LHC will not only constitute the first experimental observation of a fundamental quantum mechanical process but may be sensitive to possible extra virtual contributions from new heavy charged particles (SUSY partners, monopoles, ...) as well as to anomalous gauge couplings, low-scale gravity effects or non-commutative interactions predicted in various extensions of the SM.
